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Editorial
Has anyone noticed the proliferation of ‗fishing buddy‘ internet
sites dedicated to putting lonely fisherpersons in touch with
each other? Some of the posts are very specific about what they
want in a fishing buddy, ―I‘m looking for a fun-loving, matureage fishing buddy with a boat licence and boating experience,
preferably from the Southern Highlands…‖.
So if you were one of these poor clubless chaps, what would
you ask from a fishing buddy? All I‘d ask for is someone who
won‘t kill me and understands fishing etiquette. I once had a bad
experience with a fishing buddy that I met in a pub when I was
not long past legal age. He introduced himself after overhearing
me talk fishing and after a few beers we‘d organised a day trip to
a small stream outside of Canberra. When we got to the stream,
it became obvious that he was a complete novice and had no
chance of catching anything. Worse still, by marching upstream
through the water, there was no chance I was going to catch
anything either, so I volunteered to fish downstream and suggested we meet back at my car at midday. At midday, there was
no sign of him and still no sign by 1pm. So off I went upstream
to find him. Not far upstream, I caught sight of another angler
scrambling across a paddock in his waders, the whole time looking over his shoulder. Well upstream, I found my fishing buddy
crouched over a fire threading two fish onto a stick. He never
told me how he caught the fish and I didn‘t ask. It was an uncomfortable trip home. Cain
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President’s report
Bill Ogilvie
This will be the final newsletter for the year so may I on behalf of the committee wish everyone a
happy festive season and look forward to a very good year for the Club and its members in the New
Year. This is sometimes called the "silly season" and that being the case it reminds me of situation
where a friend, an avid fly
fisher, bought his wife a new What’s on in December
Hardy fly rod, reel and line for
Thurs
2
General meeting, Cox/Connell, BBQ
Christmas. She by the way was not
Sat-Sun 4-5
Trip to Corryong (Colac Colac)
an avid fly fisher. In return she
9
Flytying
bought him a hair dryer and very Thurs
Thurs
16
Committee meeting
expensive make-up kit. On Christ25
Christmas day
mas morning they did a very sensi- Sat
ble thing, they swapped Christmas greetings and after giving each other their presents went on to
swap presents as well. If you are in the mood for buying fishing gear I would ask you to support our
sponsors and make sure that when purchases are made that you inform them of your membership of
the Northern Suburbs Fly Fishing Club.
We as a committee are well into the design of the new syllabus. It is not in concrete as yet and your
suggestions are more than welcome. You are also more than welcome to attend any and all of our
activities. The fly tying sessions this past month have been very well attended and it is an ideal way to
learn to tie that very special fly. The casting pool too on each Thursday evening has had increased patronage. It is most pleasing to see new members have a go at accuracy casting and at the same time
meet some of the more seasoned members. Whilst on the subject of casting a big reminder of the
Cox/Connell Shield casting event postponed from last month. If nothing else it did give us a chance
for a bit more practice. I do apologize to those so disappointed that we did not have the event on the
evening of the November meeting.
It is hoped that those able to attend early will register about 6pm and allow all of those keen to compete to do so before dark. There will be a BBQ as well so please all come along. If you are able please
come early and take part as a competitor, judge, coach, helper or just a spectator. Please come along
and share the evening with your club mates. Keep your new diaries at the ready for a new and I hope
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very exciting fly fishing year in 2011. Once again may I on behalf of the committee and myself wish
you one and all the compliments of the season and wish everyone a safe and fulfilling New Year.

Freeburgh 2010
John Smith
Excuse me if this trip report is a little brief but it rained all weekend......end of trip report.............OK
the weather was dismal and the rivers flooded, but we did manage to bag a few fish and have a good
time at the social activities.

Early Starters
For those who could con their bosses into having Friday off and got up to Freeburgh early, the fishing
conditions were spot on. Daryl Wallace and I got on the road about midday day and were on a small
stream by 4pm. The water was clear, the height quite manageable for wading and we started to catch
fish in the first run. All but one of these fish fell to Nymphs which we thought a little unusual given
the conditions. Later in the
NSFFC New Year Courses
evening they were taking
termites off the surface, we
Full-day float tube course Jan 22, 2011
threw what orange colClubrooms from 9am. Cost is $40.
oured dry‘s we had at them
but they refused the offer2 half-day float tube course Feb 24 and March 24, 2011
ing and hit the nymphs
Clubrooms from 7.30pm. Cost is $40
trailing below!

Beginners course, Feb 10-26 2011

Then The Rain Came

Clubrooms from 7.45pm to be held on successive Thursdays. Cost for
members is $80, cost for non-members is $175, which includes 1 years We all knew the weather
membership and joining fee.
forecast wasn‘t promising
but being eternally optimisFor more information or to register
tic didn‘t expect (or hoped)
Contact Patrick Thomson (New member contact), 0420670284
it to be as bad as it was.
Heavy rain began Friday
night and by Saturday morning the rivers were up and beginning to colour. After talking to a few of
the members that had arrived over night Daryl and I decided to start where we left off the day before,
the others heading off up rivers and creeks close by.
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Some of you may recall an article Glen Cox wrote in a club newsletter some time ago about fishing
dry flies in the rain. With that story in mind Daryl and I tried our ―go to‖ dry fly favourites and hit
the water. In conditions I would‘ve have previously considered unworkable for dry fly fishing the fish
surprised us both by eagerly hammering the surface offerings. We continued the session well into the
afternoon until the water level and colour put the fish off the bite.

Beer Appreciation AGM
Due to circumstances beyond their
control the NSFFC Beer And Larger
Lovers Society (BALLS for short)
committee had to call an extra ordinary
general meeting on Saturday night.
Hopefully the photos turned out and
they are on this page somewhere because I can‘t remember the brands we
drank that night. I can vouch for the
quality though!!! The BALLS Present
was a little unhappy that some members presented beers that had not been thoroughly researched and tested prior to the meeting. A motion was past to ban Beez Neez and that member has been counselled and guided on the true path of
beer appreciation. The committee also passed a resolution to ban untested German wheat beers from
the 2011 meeting.
Sunday night saw the formal convening of
BALLS and for some reason there were a
couple less members but a couple of more
beer varieties to sample, this made the president very happy indeed. After solving the
problems facing world peace, religious intolerance, climate change, declining fish stocks,
and agreeing Castello blue cheese is the best
accompaniment to larger, pilsener and stout,
and after trashing Glen‘s camp for a second
night running, it was time to hit the hay and
prepare for another social event...Pat‘s beef
butt BBQ!
Monday morning saw us all up early to help
Pat prepare 12kg of prime beef rump on the
spit roast. Well maybe not all of us got up
A small Brown on a rainy day Dry
that early but we did help, even it was only to
find the matches and offer ill considered advice to the chef!
It didn‘t take long for lunch time to roll around, and everyone gathered under the shade..sorry, rain
shelters to enjoy roast beef, jacket spuds and fresh salads. Pete Cogden collected rod fees and ran a
Cup Sweep, not sure who drew the winner, but congratulations to lucky ones.

Where To Go
With the weather and river conditions still deteriorating, finding a spot to fish was a real problem.
Lake Catani near the top of mount Buffalo seemed like the only option so a few die hards headed up
the mountain. At 1300 meters the rain was freezing, the wind was freezing and the bloody water was
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freezing. Danial Bowman and I fished the lake shore towards the dam wall before catching up with
Glen Cox, Phil Goslin and John Kruska. Given the conditions we were more than happy with the
fish we landed. I was wrapped to finally catch fish on a stick caddis after trying without success on
many previous outings.
By the time Tuesday rolled around even Lake Catani
had lost its appeal, (particularly for one member who
went base over apex and filled his waders with chilly
lake water). Ironically most headed off in perfect
weather just after lunch time. Some who didn‘t need to
be back in Melbourne chose to stay on for a day or two.
Daryl and I picked
Norm King‘s brain
for while and decided to head back
to check out Eildon. We were
First session Catani Brown
really surprised to
see Lake Nillacootie the colour of mud and at a height no seen
before, as we made our way to Bonnie Doon. The plan was to
fish a creek flowing into Eildon, banking on Norm‘s advice there
would be fish in the newly flooded edges and creek line. He was
right, but the water was a lot dirtier than expected. We couldn‘t
temp a trout but
Daryl bagged a
couple of cod..did
I say cod...sorry I
meant carp!
It was fishing in a
style not tried by
either of us before...hold a worm
pattern on a rod
length of leader
and dangle it in 6
inches of water in
Daryl eradicating another pest
thick grass and
hopefully the foraging fish would find it. When they did it was
chaos trying to control a fish in all that grass!!! I got busted off
but Daryl managed to stay connected a few times. In the attached photo note the lack of clear water,
the biggest frustration/challenge was trying to get the fly through the grass & into the water.
With more rain clouds brewing and the wind getting up, which made tracking fish in the grass really
hard, we decided pull the pin on the 2010 Freeburgh outing. Although the weather beat us we still had
a great time catching up with old friends and new members who made the trip this year. Hopefully
the weather gods smile on us next year. I look forward to catching up with you then. Cheers and tight
lines.
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December Club Trip Friday 3-12-10 – Sunday 12-12-10
Location
Corryong Area

Trip co-ordinator
Glen Cox
w) 8823 2336

m) 0438 807 296

Accommodation
Colac Colac Caravan Park
Murray Valley Highway Colac Colac
Tel: 02 6076 1520 or book through the link on the Club‘s web site.
Colac Colac (Clack Clack) is situated on the Nariel Creek 6km from Corryong and is approximately 5
hours travel time from Melbourne. The caravan park is on the left of the highway just after you cross
the Nariel creek bridge.
There are 5 person cabins available for
about $15 per person per night and
there are plenty of good camping sites
down by the river. Fishing opportunities
consist of the Nariel Creek, Cudgewa
Creek, the Thowgla, the Indi (upper
Murray), the Swampy Plains River or
the Murray proper itself. There is also
the option of boating or float tubing on
Khancoban pondage.
The Nariel Creek is a small to medium
sized stream that flows from the Mountains near the Alpine National Park to
join the Murray River below Towong. It is known as the Corryong
Creek downstream of the Colac Colac
caravan park and the Jerimal Creek
(mainly by locals) downstream from
Corryong. It is an excellent trout
stream, with a mixture of deep pools
and gravel runs. Being a smaller stream,
long casts are rarely required and delicate presentations are called for. The Nariel is lined with willows in many places, as are most North
East streams, and this often makes for challenging casting.
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Fish Species
The Nariel Creek is predominantly a trout stream. Both brown and rainbow trout inhabit the waterway, with the browns dominating in both size and number. Carp are prevalent in the lower reaches of
the stream, mainly from Colac Colac down, but they are being caught in greater numbers higher in the
creek. There is a small population of Murray cod in the lower reaches, but captures of these are becoming increasingly rare.

Access
Access to the Nariel Creek can be had from a number
of bridges which cross the stream. The road from Corryong to Omeo follows the creek for some 40 kilometres and the various bridges offer excellent access to the
stream. As always, if you want to access the stream at
other points anglers should ask local farmers before
crossing their land.

WARM WADERS
NeoS Waders made to measure
Wetsuit boots, gloves, and
Jett heated-vests
Repair and service of all brands

The lower section of the stream, from Corryong to the
junction with the Murray, also has a number of access
points. There are 3 roads leading to the stream from
Corryong and it is possible to fish from one access point
to another in 3 - 4 hours.

Best Times
The Nariel Creek generally fishes well all season. The
lower sections of the creek fishes best early in the season as the water in this area can become quite hot during summer.

Pressurised leak detection

OCEANSUITS
3/101 Wedgewood Rd, Hallam
Phone: 9702 4993
www.oceansuits.com.au

Fishing the upper section of the creek is best from mid spring onwards. The water runs clear most of
the year, but after heavy rains can become discolored.
In drier years the fish will move further up the stream and the best fishing can be found from Stacey's
bridge upwards.
A New South Wales fishing licence is required for the Swampy Plains, the Indi, the Murray and
pondage.

Flies
All the usual suspects for stream fishing... Royal Wulffs, Paraduns, Beetle patterns, Elk Hair Caddis,
Stimulators and Hoppers. Bead head nymphs, both pheasant tail and seals fur and Hares ear nymphs
all work well.
Come up for the duration or for a few days, it‘s up to you.
Extra Source: Jamie Gay – North East Victoria Fishing
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Freeburgh follies
by Philip Goslin
The folly lay in venturing to Freeburgh in the first place. Normally such a trip would be made with
wide-eyed anticipation, but on this occasion it was with fear and trepidation — especially if you were
lodging under canvas. With a forecast that threatened rain, rain and more rain, news quickly spread
that some club members had taken wise counsel and cancelled their Melbourne Cup weekend bookings. Others pressed on — and they would be richly rewarded for their optimism, if not in fish strikes,
then in campsite camaraderie.
Having lived to tell the tale of the disastrous 2008 club trip to Pineapple Flat I was feeling a touch uneasy. Nonetheless, even though the rest of my family pulled out, I shrugged my shoulders and proceeded to load the car. It was 10 months since I had cast a fly and the forecast of a little rain (OK, it
was a month‘s worth in 24 hours!) was not about to stop me.

Friday – A double hook-up
A stroke of luck came with a phone call to Glen Cox who said he too could take Friday off work so
we could get up there early and beat the rain. And what a decision that turned out to be! As we travelled down a dirt track to a well-known starting point on the river
we were greeted with the first of a number of weird and wonderful
sights for the weekend. The river had broken its banks, flooded
the nearby paddocks and crossed the track on its new trajectory.
―Ever fished in a paddock?‖ Glen asked. I hadn‘t, but we did and
the first fish for the day was caught amongst the cowpats in shindeep water just 20 metres from the car. Under beautiful blue skies
we fished the Ovens for another four hours and were lucky
enough to land about 20 trout — both rainbows and browns.
Glen consistently out-fished me, which I expect, but I thought it
was taking things a little too far when he showed-off with a double
hook-up on his dual-nymph rig.
We were met on the way back to camp by John Kruska and Ian
Loewe who were about to tackle ‗the paddock‘. John later regaled
us with tales of his adventures spotting and catching salmonoids
within the confines of the barbed-wire fences.

Saturday – Beating the deluge
As the rain began to fall most members made a dash for the river on Saturday morning to get some
fishing in while they still could. John was out first, crawling from the custom-made bed at the back of
his truck and into the driver‘s seat well before sunrise. Glen and I fished a section above the trout
farm where the banks had recently been cleared of all vegetation and while it was akin to fishing in an
open drain we still managed to land about a dozen fish. By midday we were that drenched that we
called it a day and returned to camp to watch the river rise and attempt to waterproof our canvas castle.
It was also time to put the beer on ice as for some reason the traditional Sunday beer tasting night was
to be held over two evenings. This event gets bigger and bigger each year! There was a fine array of
Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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boutique and international beers assembled on the tasting table both nights and we were taken on a
hops and barley journey from wheat beers, through to pale ales and stouts with much banter along the
way.
Of course staging two beer nights shortened the odds of waking up with a hangover dramatically. It
meant that on consecutive days some were complaining about the weather, while others were just
‗feeling under it‘.

Sunday – Convoy to Lake Catani
By Sunday the Ovens had turned into a raging brown torrent and
campsite discussion turned to other fishing options. The consensus was Lake Catani and a small convoy of NSFFC members embarked on the 40km trek. Mount Buffalo after monsoon-like rain
really is a sight to behold and as we slowly crept our way up the
mountain we witnessed stunning waterfalls cascading down the
rock face around almost every bend. Lake Catani would be great
in a canoe on a warm alpine summer‘s day. We were not blessed
with such conditions. Instead it was bitterly cold and the rain
would not stop. Some brave souls ventured into the lake but most
just sat in the car and watched. John Kruska and John Smith persevered for most of the afternoon and were rewarded with several
fish caught amongst the reeds (see John‘s report above). They
also stumbled across a large submerged rock that provided relief
from the freezing waste-deep water and proved to be a perfect
fishing platform.

Monday – Race to ‘the rock’
The Freeburgh trip presents a great opportunity to learn from some of the most experienced fishermen in the club — even if you can‘t get on the river. Monday morning for me was spent getting some
invaluable casting tuition from Norm King. The rain also allowed some to demonstrate their culinary
skills. While Pat‘s spit-roast was a hit as always, others marvelled at the master chef-like skills on display in Kruska‘s Kitchen as John presented his signature dish — ‗sausages stuffed with smoked oysters‘.
By mid-morning word had leaked out about the Catani rock platform and its reputation grew — but it
had room for only one caster. During lunch you got the feeling those heading to Catani were keeping
a close eye on each other. As soon as one person made a move the ‗race to the rock‘ was on. Glen and
I decided to head up past Harrietville to see how hard the West Branch of the Ovens was flowing.
There was plenty of dirty water running down, but fishing the quiet pockets on the edges looked like it
could be an option.
As if the weekend‘s rain was not enough Freeburgh and surrounding towns lost power for some 18
hours on Monday — which meant that while a cold drenching was never far away a hot shower was
hard to come by.

Tuesday – Reconnaissance pays off
Of course the weather cleared up on Tuesday — the day most were leaving — so Glen and I made
the most of our reconnaissance mission the day before and headed back to the West Branch. This is
Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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usually a gentle meandering creek, but on this occasion it was treacherous to attempt to wade across it.
Nonetheless, we fished the edges for a few hours and caught about eight between us.
Spring racing fever also permeated the Freeburgh weekend and for the first time in recent memory a
Melbourne Cup sweep was organised. After packing up we huddled around the Cogden‘s radio to listen to ‗the race that stops a nation‘ before tearing up our luckless tickets and heading home.
The Freeburgh Family Trip has always been a good mix of fishing and socialising and with the Ovens
River discoloured and running hard it simply meant more time for the social activities. Those who
made the effort to attend in 2010 were certainly rewarded with a good time.

Hopper Time!
Glen Cox
Every 8 years or so, when the vast Beech tree forests on New Zealand‘s South Island drop their seed, an explosion occurs in the mouse
population which is much celebrated by local NZ anglers. The mice
gorge themselves with seed and the trout gorge themselves on any
hapless mouse that finds it‘s way into the River. We have the occasional mice plague here in Victoria but usually they occur up in the
Mallee or Wimmera areas, well away from our trout streams. What we
do get most years is grasshoppers, and hopper fishing in January and
February on our rivers and streams is one of the highlights of the
fishing calendar.

Australian plague hopper

Locusts
You have probably heard on the news that our farmers are preparing themselves for a Locust plague
this summer and from what I saw on my recent trip up through Mildura, up to Broken Hill and across
to the Flinders Ranges, I can verify that these reports are not exaggerated. The area north of Mildura
was where we found thousands of locust nymphs about 1cm long. Talking to Rob Flower the other
day he said that they mature in about 6 weeks, so they will be well on the wing by the time you are
reading this.

MC hopper

In fact further research reveals that the nymphs go through 4 or 5 moults or instars, which enables them to grow each time. One thing in common with Locusts
and Grasshoppers is that they like hot dry weather. A decent cold snap in the middle of summer can decimate their numbers overnight. There are differences between locusts and grasshoppers but nothing that matters to the fly fisherman. Basically anything around the right size and colour will be taken as a hopper when they
are about. However, I do believe that rear legs on a hopper pattern usually tied
from knotted pheasant tail are a trigger to a trout, or at the very least helps the fisherman to have confidence in the pattern he is fishing. The bonus this year for fly
anglers is that hopper season will start much earlier than usual. Grasshoppers belong to the Order of Orthoptera. They are herbivorous and lay their eggs in the
ground or on vegetation. The eggs hatch in late Spring early Summer depending on
weather conditions into a nymphal stage which basically look like a smaller version
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of the adult. These nymphs pass through a number of instars or moults typically between 4-5. Most
grasshoppers will survive throughout the summer and rains will trigger further hatchings of new
nymphs. The demise of the grasshopper is brought about by the colder weather in Autumn and the
first frosts really signal the end of the hoppers.
Grasshoppers and Locusts are characterised by their very large strong, hind legs which are used for
the incredible jumps they complete. They have a blunt, squarish head and large prominent eyes.
Many of the adults are winged and are quite skilful fliers. Grasshoppers thrive in the hot dry conditions that characterise the Australian summer. Contrary to popular belief they can be found in the very
upper reaches of our headwaters and as such are an excellent pattern in most locales. They do have an
aversion to the cold and rain but fortunately (as far as hopper feeding trout are concerned) hardly any
of our rivers fall into this category during summer.

Fishing Hoppers
You usually know that hoppers are about well before you get to the stream as your windscreen has
been splattered by several of these kamikaze insects on the drive to your destination. There is nothing
subtle about fishing hoppers. In fact instead of delivering the fly like thistle down on the water , it can
be advantageous to deliver a hopper pattern with a definite plop, which will better imitate the naturals
landing in the water. Hoppers are usually fished dry but don‘t worry too much if your fly sinks as it is
quite common of trout to take a sunken hopper. All the usual hot spots on a river you would normally
fish such as current edges and bubble lines will have fish looking up. A run along a high ban is somewhere you can expect to find hopper feeders.
Probably the only time a bit of stealth is required when fishing hoppers is on backwaters, where it is
best to have a hopper sitting on the water before it arrives and waiting in ambush. Afternoons are the
best time to target hopper feeders because the hottest part of the day is when they are most active.

Get Tying
Grasshopper patterns fortunately are both easy to tie and extremely durable. As with other imitations
certain requirements must be met in order to ensure consistent success. Size, shape, colour and function are the four critical factors. The size of most local hoppers is around a #10. Early season in late
November and early December the immature hoppers can be seen throughout the district and these
are #12-14. We also see the yellow winged or locust hopper ( # 4-6) a later usually after hot spells.
These grasshoppers can be of importance when they happen to go in on extremely windy days and
something of this size should be carried for those special times. But by and large they are good fliers
and seldom find their way onto the water. When they do, the fishing can be first class with the biggest
fish in the river materialising from the depths to take from the top. These big hoppers are not as important in the over all scheme of things when compared with the more common, smaller variety.
These hoppers (about a #10 - 12) are absolutely prolific and fishing a fly this size there is always a
chance of raising a big brown.
Grasshoppers are a very bulky item and have a definitive shape. They have a large profile from both
below and from the side requiring materials, which can be used to create a similar looking imitation.
Hoppers also have a very bulky, blunt head, which also needs imitating. This is why so many imitations of them use chenille and deer hair in their construction. The chenille is a bulky material and absorbs water. So it gives the required profile as well as sinking into the film of the water just like the
real thing. Coupled with a deer hair head, which is trimmed, to accurately represent the real insect and
give it just the correct amount of floatation. These two materials present the perfect combination for
Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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tying hopper patterns.
Thirdly there is colour. Despite the fact that hopper feeders can sometimes be caught by anything big
splashed down in front of them, colour is important when imitating these insects. The controversy
over what trout actually see will be with us always (I hope) but suffice to say that yellow and orange
are the secret ingredients. A little or a lot of yellow for the body is a very important aspect of most
hopper patterns. Add some orange in the form of pheasant tippets for the legs, some natural coloured
deer hair and you will have as good a hopper pattern as you can find or will need.
Another important aspect of choosing or tying a hopper pattern is in the choosing of the materials.
Choosing materials so that the fly itself helps with the presentation. Heavy hooks, heavy materials tied
in with the required bulk. All these factors enable the imitation to be presented in the correct manner
and that is with a ‗SPLAT‘. This is possibly the most important part of the equation in fooling a trout
with a hopper pattern. Its not only the visual aspect of this landing that provokes a response but also
the pulse in the water created by the 'PLOP' of the arriving hopper alerts the fish to its presence. Also
part of this is using deer hair which is extremely buoyant to float the fly but on the other hand using
heavy hooks and chenille to make it sit low on the water.
Using the above criteria it is hard to look past the ever faithful Knobby Hopper. Many fly tiers continually try to reinvent the wheel and this is a very necessary and enjoyable aspect of the craft of which
I am guilty also. But when all is said and done I would pick the Knobby Hopper above all comers
without a shadow of a doubt. Variations of this theme with different colour combinations are successful and matching the hatch is the way to go but I wouldn't feel ill equipped having only a handful of
#10 Knobby Hoppers tied with yellow chenille body and pheasant tippets for legs. Dave Pickering‘s
Rubicon Hopper is variation of the Nobby Hopper.

Miss Knobby X
Hook: Tiemco 5263 # 8 - 12
Thread: Nylon Monocord stretch fabric invisible thread
Body: Yellow chenille
Overwing: Pheasant breast
Legs: Orange Pheasant tippets
Legs Mk 11: Rubber from Occy Strap
Head: Deer Hair, mixture of green, natural,
yellow and brown

Rubicon Hopper
Hook: Tiemco TMC 100 # 10 - 12
Thread: Olive or Green 6/)/0
Tail: Orange Pheasant Tippets
Body: Yellow Chenille
Legs: Orange Pheasant Tippets
Overwing : Church Window or similar Pheasant
Head: Deer Hair- Combination Olive-Green-Yellow
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Dave’s Hopper
Hook: #6-14.
Silk: Tan.
Tail: Red hackle fibres.
Body: Pale yellow yarn.
Wing: Turkey quill over yellow dyed deer hair.
Hackle: Brown palmered and trimmed.
Legs: Knotted pheasant tail.
Head: Brown deer hair trimmed

Extra Source: Goulburn Valley Fly Fishing Centre web site.

Flytying
Jason Cooney
A handy tip to help speed up your fly tying. Magnetise your scissor tips or bodkin by stroking it on a
magnet. This will help you quickly pick up those incredibly small hooks that we often need to tie with.

Shaving Brush
Hook: Size 10-14
Thread: Black
Tail: Black cock hackle fibres
Body: dark dubbing
Wing: Deer hair slopped forward
Thorax: Brown dubbing

Balling Midge
Hook: Size 12-14
Thread: Black
Body: Clipped Black cock

Bead Head Chironomid
Hook: Size 10-14
Thread: White
Tail: White poly yarn
Body: Holographic tinsel
Thorax: Grey dubbing
Gills: White poly yarn
Head: Clear glass bead
Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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Glass Head Nymph
Hook: Size 10-14
Thread: Black
Tail: Brown cock hackle fibres
Body: Brown dubbing
Rib: Gold wire
Head: Dark glass bead

Minutes of the General Meeting, 4th November 2010
7.45pm – 8.45pm
Apologies:
Patrick Thompson, Greg Porter, Trif,

Visitors:
NIL

Nominations:
Tony Orso and Steve Perry.

Committee Meeting:
Read.

Business Arising:
Patrick should send out another reminder re beginner‘s course.
Club has purchased shelving and it was only c.
$160.

General Meeting Minutes:

read and accepted on a motion by Pat and seconded by Andrew.

Business Arising:
Come and Try Day was very successful – over 500 kids and 200 adults. Great turn-up by members over
30 members.
Vote of thanks to Cain for organising the day.
Archers would like to do something with us on the Come n Try Day.
Perhaps should get someone from Council to open the Day.
Need parking to be organised for next year.
Indoor rods have had leaders replaced – need to buy a replacement for a broken one and one extra, need
an accelerometer also. JS ask John to purchase.

Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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Club merchandise
Order from Peter Young, 0417 116 192, peter@young123.net

Wide-brimmed hat $20

Cap $15

Tie $10

Frill Neck Cap $20

Columbia fishing shirt $70

Stubby holder $5

Polo shirt $25

Boat sticker $5, Yellow sticker $2

Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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One sign was stolen.

Treasurers Report:
Free Cash Balance $ 9881 in cheque a/c
Come n Try Day – netted around $650

Correspondence In:
Recreational fishing grant info from DPI.
YVFF Newsletter.
VFFA Newsletter.
Red Tag Newsletter.
Statement CBA.
Term deposit certificate Bendigo.
Invite to Bill to attend Red Tag dinner on Nov 12.

Correspondence Out:
Letters to Gillies, Berri and Aussie Angler to thank for donations to Come ‗n Try Day.
Email to Steve Hoagland asking him for advert for the newsletter.

Fishing reports:
Goulbourn - Had a good trip with Darryl and Alex - we stayed night in Norms shed - thanks Norm! The
boys had great fishing on the Friday night with many small fish rising readily. On Saturday morning
we fished pondage - Darryl managed to get a couple, then in afternoon and evening we fished
Goulburn. Some rises and some good fish caught, Darryl 3lb rainbow and Jeremy a couple of 40cm
brownies. Next day went to McMartins Lane, fished downstream and caught up with Matt & AJ slow fishing, but some caught on the nymph. Matt and Jeremy went to Breakaway and Matt got a
small bow. Then to Rubicon - running high but clear - no fish here. AJ got into some small fish in
the afternoon near GVFFC.
Phil and Glenn had some great fishing on Friday afternoon of the Freeburgh trip. Over 20 fish caught.
Ian and John had some good fishing also. Rain on Saturday slowed things down a bit but not too
bad in Afternoon. Went to Lake Catani on Sunday and some fish were caught. Monday no good so
just drinking and casting! West branch of Ovens OK on Tuesday.
Darryl and John fished Bonnie Doon on the way home – plenty of trout to be seen, but none caught.
Got some carp.

General business:
Website has been updated by Paul and Committee will chat with Paul to improve currency of site.
Cheap float tubes on the Flylife Forum (Bighorn $200 and Teton $150). Won‘t worry about these and
will buy the Fishcat model.
Andrew will forward details of ACF casting event to Cain for inclusion in newsletter and Paul for website.
We were asked to host the Vic Champs next year agreed
Northern Lights will be on 26th Feb
Pat is on the Fish Vic round table.

Northern Suburbs Flyfishing Club www.flyfishing.org.au
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Cox – Connell trophy to be held next month – send a notice out to members and also put in the newsletter. Start at 6pm at 1st meeting in December, will incorporate a BBQ. JS to circulate.
Glen would like people to contact him if they are going to Corryong – Colac-Colac.
Trip suggestions
4x4 trip in Feb/March.
Jamieson.
Lakes.
Justin will rough out the syllabus and circulate for discussion.

40th celebrations need to be scheduled for second half of year.

Upcoming events
Thurs 4 Nov - General meeting
Thurs 11Nov - Fly tying
Sun 13 Nov - Day trip to Upper Yarra River – please contact Alex, he will send an email re
meeting place. Start will be 10am
Thurs 18 Nov - Committee meeting
Sat 20 Nov - Day trip to Anglesea River
Thurs 25 Nov - Fly tying
Sat 27 Nov - Day trip to Harcourt Reservoir
Tues 30 Nov – Archers joint presentation – Hunting & Fishing @ Arukun. Good
opportunity to get to know the Archers. Turn up at 6-6.30 for a BBQ. Should also
organise a raffle.
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